The transformation of a physical system to mathematical base is very important due to analysis of the systems behaviour. In this study an electric power system is considered, and this system is characterized with first-order differantial eqautions therefore stateequations which define behaviour of the system for any instant "t" are obtained.
During analysis, it is assumed that the solution of a physical system given is possible. As general definition, in a proper system, voltage and current sources may not mesh and cut, respectively. Therefore, in the system graph for a proper system, a tree that graphelements of voltage sources and current sources correspond to branch and link, respectively may be chosen [9] [10] [11] [12] . If possible, all capacitance-type elements are put in branches of the tree and aU inductance-type elements are out of the tree. This tree used for writting the equations is called "proper tree". State variables of the system are the voltages of capacitors in the branches and the currents of inductors out of the tree. Therefore, first-order differantial equations which consists of unknown voltages and currents are written.
After the system's parameters are defined as circuit elements, the circuit in Fig. 2 is drawn.
A proper tree is chosen so that voltage sources and capacitors are in the branches and current sources and inductors are in the links (Fig. 3) . Voltages of capacitors in the branches and currents of inductors in the links are state variables of the system. Derivative terminal equations are written as follows:
where all voltages and currents are instantaneous values. In these equations, the terms out of state variables are written in terms of state variables and source functions. By substituting eq. (1) and eq. (2) and rearranging, first-order differential equations are obtained. State variables of the system are 12. They are VC4, VC7, VC9, iL27, iL39, iL57, iL89, 69,~14,~8, iL45 and iL46 .
Finally, first-order differantial equations consisting of state variables (capacitor voltages) in the branches are obtained.
State-equations of an electric power system may be obtained step by step, using linear graph representation and proper tree technique, such as
x(t) = A x(t) + B u(t).
Variations of currents and voltages versus time, which are state
variables of the system, may be obtained as y = C x(t) + Du(t). Where A,B,C,D are
coefficients-matrices and~denotes matrix representation. 
